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ABSTRACT 

The Scandinavian countries are approaching t\111 utilization of the regrowth 
in domestic forests, and the forest industry is facing a period of much slower 
expansion in volume than in the past, Slover grovth implies problems for the 
industry, forestry, and society at large. The "transition" from ample to scar
ce wood resources could take several forms, depending on actions taken both 
inside and outside the forest sector. A system dynamics simulation model hns 
been countrueted to describe different possible transition paths, and to high
light potential problems. The model purpose· is not to predict what will actu
ally happ<>n in the fut;.re, but to describe possible futures· in an int<'rnnlly 
consistent way. Such insights about the consequences of various management 
strntE'gies p.re usei'ul·to interest groups as a basis for dillcussinB how to 
reach U1dr goals. Within the industry, there is a tendPncy toward t.emporary 
overexpansion of eupacity. The forest sector's ability to survive under slow 
r,rm,th conJi t ions could be enhanced by technological and orBunizational reme
dies. 'l'h•' nec:essary remedies will be less traumatic the earlier one aC'cepts 
and acts UJ>Oll the problems of finite wood supply. 

+ 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

'l'he Scandinavian countries are approaching rull utilization of the re

growth in their domestic forests. Except in the unlikely event of ever in

creasing fibre imports, the Scandinavian forest industry! is facing a period 

of much slower expansion in volume than vas common over the last seventy-five 

years. 'l'he industry will approach fibre constraints before its competitors 

in international commodity markets, and must decide how to survive while ex

panding less rapidly than the competitors. Constraints on volume, implying 

one more obstacle in the unceasing search for lower production costs, are 

serious in an industry with economies of scale and rapid technological inno

vation. From a societal point of view, unless wood products become the unli

kely beneficiaries of everlasting increases in value added, the presence.of 

limits will necessitate a steady reduction in forest sector employment when

ever productivity increases. Wood constraints will consequently force painful 

adjustments where rural populations traditionally rely on fibre processing, 

Over the next few decades, of course, the "transition" from ample to scarce 

wood resources.can take several forms, depending on actions taken both inside 

and outside the forest sector. 

This study2 was undertaken to clarify the possibilities and threats in

herent in the coming transition, and to establish an .. internally consistent 

basis for discussing goals and possible strategies to make the transition 

less disruptive. A causal simulation model has been constructed to highlight 

the forces thought to govern the transition, and to elucidate various possible 

development paths through the forthcoming critical 10 to 50 year period. The 

model structure and behaviour, as well as insights gained from their analysis, 

should help to provide a background for strategic choices posed by the forest 

industry transition. The modeling effort focuses on ·long-term developments 
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averaging.approximately 5 years in length-- ror instance, seasonal variations 

in wood removals, the imbalance in ribre supply and consumption, inventbry 

rluctuations, and business cycles. In ract,. all variables explicitly discussed 

here could be considered 5-year running averages or their real-world counter

parts. 

The analysis rocuses on "Scandinavia" (here dPf'ined as Norway, Sweden, 

l).lld Finland), but should be applicable to other situations where an export

oriented forest sector is approaching the end of an era of rapid expa!tsion in 

production volume. Since most of the conclusions to this study are relatively 

independent of the parameter values used here, the study should have wider 

applicability than might initially be expected. 

H I S T 0 R I C A L 0 V E R V I E W 

Developments in the Norwegian forest industry between 1900 and 1975 are 

typical of the Whole Scandinavian region. Therefore, the following historical 

sketch of Scandinavian .developments is illustrated well by the Norwegian time 

series in Figures 1 through 8. The Scandinavian forest industry has been expan

ding relatively uniformly since 1850, except during World War II (F'Igure 1). 

The associated increase in fibre use lfas ~ade possible largely by shifting 

wood from fuel purposes to industrial processing, and by removing a larger 

fraction of the gross increment (i.e. the annua1 fibre production in the 

forest). From the late 1950's Norway also relied on some imports, mainly from 

Sweden. In Sweden, industrial use of wood increased by only 50 per cent. Cur

rently, industry consumes more than 90 per cent of total removals. Total fibre 

use now approximates or exceeds gross increment in all Scandinavian countries, 

although. a new emphasis on silvicultural activities may change this pattern 
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(Figure 2). 

'l'he last 75 years have seen limited improvements in the sector's round-

wood yield, defined as the aggregate product volume obtained per cubic metre 

of roundwood .delivered to industry (Figure 3). Improvements reflect higher 

fibre utilization in forestry, and less waste and increased recycling in the 

industry. Gains have approached ~0 per cent in Sweden. 

f.lost of the output from the forest industry has been exported> mainly to 

European 1nnrkets. Finland and Sweden, with per capita production volumes 3 and 

2.5 times that of llorway, are particularly export-oriented, but even Norway 

exports a significnnt fraction"of its production (Figure~)·. 1'he degree of 

refinc,rnent (or value added per cubic metre of wood) has increased, particularly 

in the post-war period, probably reflecting higher labour costs and emerging 

wood constraints (Figure 5 and Figure 6), 

Industry growth has been based upon rapid expansion of production volume, 

thereby making possible quick adaption to new technological and market condi

tio~s. As a result, real costs of production have fallen at a rate similar to 

conts of foreitlfl competitors. l.fuch of the reduction has been realized through 

exploitation of economies of scale, particularly in the pulp and paper industry,. 

but lately nlso in saWIJ!illing (Figure 7), Further increa·ses in the average scale 

of production seem likely. 

In the forest industry, scale increases have ehgendered higher labour pro

ductivity an<! an ability to pay competitive wages, In forest.ry, mechanization 

has led to ttie same results. Productivity has increased sufficiently quickly, 

both in forestry <md the fore.13t industry, so as to lower total employment 

(Figure 8 ). Similarly, th"e average scale of production has increas<>d faster 

than the total volume of production, thereby forcing a reduction in the number 

of production sites (F!:gure 7). Both centralization and reduction in total . 

employment have had negative effects, particularly in one-company towns and 
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THE TRAHSITIOH PROBLEM 

C o s t s o f s 1 o w g r o w t h 

The historical overview suggests that the Scandinavian forest industry 

is approaching the maximum wood consumption possible without relianc~ on fa-

reign supplies. To be able to sustain domest~c consumption, Scandinavia appa

rently must reduce the growth rate in industrial use of fibre to the growth · 

rate in sustainable fibre supply -- a disturbingly low figure compared to the 

5 per cent per year growth in volume over the last 30 years. The wood constraint 

i~ actually 1somewhat less rigid because new forest resources have usually be

come available during past periods of scarcity. However, the industry will li-

kely encow1ter increasing difficulty in expanding capacity at tbP. traditional 

'!'he real reaso1.1 for concern about wood limits is the costs -- financial 

and intangible -- associated with slav growth in production volume. Such costs 

tend to reduce profitability, possibly enough to force a decline in the econo-

mic activity of the forest sector. Such an outcome would be more likely, first, 

if foreign competitors continue to expand rapidly, making larger scale of pro-

duction feasible, and second, if the Scandinavian industry remains a producer 

of commodities, and thereby is subject to continued competition from foreign 

commodity producers. 

At the company level, a fixed fibre supply implies that new plants cunnot 

be constructed without a simultaneous closing of enough other production fa-

cilities to release the necessary fibre. The industry can face such a situs-

tion in two ways, each associated with increased production coats. In periods 

of expanding capacity, firms tend to continually add capacity in excess of 

<·losings, A large fraction of Pxisting plants are therefore "mo•l<>rn" (construe-
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per unit produced. Moreover. the average "modern" plant can be kept in opera-

tion long enough to spread investment costs over a large production volume. 

implying a.low average capital cost per unit produced. At stable volume, on 

the other hutul, additions to capacity must be eq\laled by closings. :rhe firm 

can i) toaintain traditional addition rates and increase closings, or ii) main-

tain traditional closing rates and cut back on additions. Excess investment 

funds can Le used to renew existing plants without changing capacity. The first 

strategy under stable volume entails shorter productive life for the average 

plrmt by dint of a higher capital cost per unit produced. The latter strategy 

implies that the average plant will be more 11oldfashioned11 
-- that is, entai-

ling higher variable cost per unit -- because plants are less well. adapted to 

current market preferences and technological conditions. In short, limits on 

volume induce higher production costs in single firms. lly "higher" .is meant 

higher relative to the f'oreign competitors who have sufficient woo!) to expand 

a~ the optimal rate. 

Limits on the industry does not necessarily mean limits on individual 

1'irm:>, which can expanp at each other's expense. Still, limits on the industry 

must eventually increase costs for the single firm. If 'the failing firms are 

acquired by successful finos in an orderly rashion from the outset, the pro-

duction cost increases described above will be absorbed by the remaining com-

panies all along. Hut as long as n1any small firms stay in the industry, the 

process of concentration is more likely to be associated with losses diffused 

among owners and creditors. froduction cost increases onl;r start to appear in 

the books of surviving producers when they are so few and big -- as will even-

tually happen due to the pressures of economies of scale -- that the industry 

cannot accept anything but orderly fusions for fear of damaging its image and 

thereby increasing the cost or credit. Furthermore, as time goes by, firms in 

the industry will be plagued by the higher wood coots of l<iss accessible re-
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Limits on volwne entail other costs. aside from the unce-rtainty inflicted 

by a sagging industry: reduced employment for workers as productivity increases. 

fewer production sites for rural districts·as plant scale increases, and 1~s-

sible strain on the forest ecosystem due to the scarcity of wood. 

C o m m o d i t y e x p o r t e r s 

Our analysis of the implications of cost increases brought about by slow 

growth bef:ins with a clarification of our assumptions about the nature of the 

Scandinavian forest industry. The consequences for the study conclusions of 

relieving the most uncertain assumptions are discussed at the end of the paper. 
J 

Output largely commodities 

Scandinavian forest indu~try output is largely commodities. That is, the 

·product origin or brand name is irrelevant to the consumer who could as well 

turn to alternative suppliers. This characteristic is likely to remain true. 

Processing the enormous volume of fibre (around 100 million cubic metres per 

year) into custom-made products at a distance rrcm the consumer seema impro-

bable. The bulk of the volume is not likely to be processed beyond planed 

sawnwood, medium quality paper, and impregnated fibre- and particle board. 

Production mainly for export 

Current production in Scandinavia far exceeds domestic conswnption. 

Finland. Sweden, e,nd llorway export 60, 60, and 15 per cent, respectively, or 

their sawnwood• and 90, 60, f.Jid 70 per cent of their paper production. In 

addition. each exports roughly one-third or its pulp production. The Scandina-

vian countries, with the possible exception of llorway, seem destined to be 

exporters for a long time to come. even with rapid growth in domel'Lit• consump-

tion • 
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Limited posnibility to dictate pricea 

'l'he Scandinavian industries cannot dictate product prices at will, be-

cause the outvut is a commodity and .because the three countries .have· .relati-

vely small 1narket shares. Norway's export is sold largely in markets where the 

ilorwegian share is around 10 per cent or imports. and much less of total con

sumption. All of Scandinavia, however, often covers about one-fourth of a fo-

reicn market, which could giv<: the region some influence if the producers could 

manage to establish wn efficient cartel. 

Sirnificaut economics of scale 

Lcononoies of scale are pronounced in pulp and paper production: in 1970, 

the production cost" in a 30 000 ton per year plant was typically twic!! the 

cost in an optimal J>lant -- at that time 300 000 tons per year. Smaller, but 

similar economies are present in savmilling. 

Rapid, internationally .available, technological advance 

'l'he rapi•lity of technological advance is illustrated by the optimal scale 

in pulp and paper production moving from the order of 100 000 tons in the 

1950's to 300 000 tons in the 1970''s and planned integrated plants of 800 000 

tons per year in the early 1980's. 

E 1 a s t i c 1 i m i t s 

'l'he Scaudinavian forest industry has approached apparent limits before, 

but has usually overcome shortages through various remedies. ~/hen it is im-

possible to increase wood supplies through relocation or improved transporta

tion, the sector is left with the following six ways of increaaing production 

volume in a sustainable way. 

,3-
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Less fibre to non-industrial use 

~luch or the recent expan~ion of the forest industry was based on wood 

released from fuel and farm uses. currently, only 10 per cent or wood pro

duction f!;Oes for non-industrial purposes, signaling an end to this altenmtive 

source. 

More im{lOrt of fibre 

One obvious suggestion is to import wood, but the regional industry ap

pears uneasy about excessive dependence on foreign suppliers. Such suppliers 

may not ev'ln be available in the future, since individual countries inc~easing

ly want to utilize their own raw material. The analysis presentE>d in thi" paper 

is based upon the assumption· that no import of wood takes place. 

Increased reuse of fibt;e 

Since the fibre in paper and paper board can be reused sev:eral times 

witlwut losing all its strength, collection or used fibre would seem to be a 

si~tificant source of raw r.aterial. That is so, but not in countries exporting 

around 80 per cent of their paper· production. Only through a costly~ large

acale in1portation of used paper could recycling supply more than 10 per cent 

of the demand in pulp production. 

lligher fibre yield in industry 

More output can be obtained from a given inp1,1t of fibre through reduced 

emissions, increased use or sawmilling residue, and less use of fibre as fuel. 

In spite of some past savings, around ~0 per cent of the fibre still leaves 

the production processes as wuste, mainly during the production of cellulose. 

., 
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Increased fibre utilization in forestry 

One· coJt increase deliveries of fibre to industry per conventional unit 

of roundwood by processing bark, branches, tops, and roote; by using other 

species, and removals with smaller dimensions; and hy reducing the l)atural 

loss. In this way, fi'bre production could probably be increased by 50 per cent 

above lhe ;urrent level without an increase in the erons forest increment. 

Inereaserl forPct growth 

Inc•·eased forest growth per hectare and year over the rotation period 

si1ould be attainable through silviculture, use of new species, and further ex

pansion of the. forested area. Norwegian estimates predict a potential increase 

in forest increment of about 60 per cent; Swedish estimntes are somewhat higher. 

In num, the listed remedies could theoretically sustain a production 

volum<! h.6 ("' 1.1 x l.l x l.O x 1.4 x 1.5 x 1.6) times greater· than today's 

a )t•O per cent increase. However, this rosy prospect actually would have 

to surmount serious difficulties -- possible ecological danger; intelligent 

use of licninr, -- whose solut~on would extend the long delays inherent in the 

rotation period. Jf n century were to expire before full exploitation of the 

increased, potential yield, volume maximally could grow 1.3 per cent per y<'ar 

uudnr. this period, much slower than the average of 5 per cent per year since 

~lorld \o/ar n. The cost of obtaining fibre in some of the suggested ways could 

also prove prohibitive, further slowing the growth in production volume. 

Expand n g c o m p e t t o r s 

Currently, almost all of Scandinavia's forest product expnrt goes to 

E:urope. ~'he major foreign competitors in thc•ne marketn are, besides any local 

industry' Canada, the USA, anti the USSR, COWl tries whose forest resources could 

well accomouate another 10 to 30 years of expansion at traditional rate-s without 
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prohibitive cost increases. Global shortages and high prices may still'surface 

in the short term (over 5 years or so), but the resultinr, high profitability 

would onls hasten the seemingly inevitable entry into the market of tropical 

countries backed by essentially unlimited fibre volumes. So, except for brief 

interludes while technologies are being developed and capacity installed, the 

Scundinavian forest sector will probably conti"!ue to face competitor" unhrun

pered by wood constraints and capable of expanding volume at the optimal rate 

for market and technoloeicnl conditions. As Scandinavian growth stalls, these 

competitors will come to dominate the markets and set prices according to their 

own (low) production costs. 

En t e r n g t h e t r a n s i t i o n 

The following view emerges: the Scandinavian forest industry is one of 

ntany expanding competitors in an international commodity market. The Scandi

navian industry is currently approaching flexible wood constraints that will 

increase fibre costs and slow further growth in Scandinavian production volume, 

while the competitors are free to continue thei~ traditional expansion, In 

stmunary, the transition problem can be. phrased as follows: If 

the Scandinavian forest industry continues to focus on th<' pro
duction of conunodities for international·, competitive markets, 
and if 

significant economies of scale in ·investment and prouuction or 
rapid technolot;ical advance in production equipment continue, 
and if 

foreign competitors continue their rapid expansion in production 
volume with ample wood resources available to support such ex
pansion, 

then constraints on wood availability and the resulting slower growth in total 

capacity is like Jy to bring about an increasingly uncompet i ti ve cost level in 

t,he Scandinaviru1. forest seetor, Bild possibly n reduction in sector activity. 

Such a <leeline will takP. time .• decades rather than years, Hlld could W<'ll ,,,. 
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counteracted by movements in other factors affecting relative costs, including 

labour costs and exchange rates. 

A P ·E R S P E C T I V E 0 N T H E T R A N S I T I 0 N 

G r o w t h p r e s s u r e s 

What forms might the transition from ample to scarce wood tnke? Will the 

tradition of growth prevent needed restraint? Will stable volume. cripple the 

forest industry? A better perspective on growth pressures and constraining for-

ces would help "larify potential forest industry trends over the next 50 years. 

'!'he conventional wisdom argues that "growth is necessary", but the underlying 

reasoning is rarely brought forward. Various groups desire expansion in the 

production voltrn1e of individual plants, of production sites, and of the indus

' try as a whole for a variety of reasons: 

Individual forest products producers 

As previously discussed, cons~ant volume ill)plien higher eost.:;. 'fherefore, 

individual prorlucers whose goal is to remain competitive and profitable vehe-

mently oppose such an equilibrium condition. The impression that companies 

value growth above all explains why expansion in production volume is the 

simplest strategy for reducing costa. Although investments will be maintained 

at the highest possible pace, the resulting benefits will be le~s when con-

straints on voltrn!C become tighter. If rigid limits are placed on volume, some 

stop-gap measures may be substituted for further expansion. A company can re-

duce costs by terminating investment, and hope that lower capital costa would 

more than compensate for the higher variable costs incurred by increasingly 

outdated plants. Or, the company might reduce unit transpo1·tation costs by 

focusing on a nearby market. ~bving into other product lines only helps in 

'he short term; there is little reason why profitability should remain hieher 

for certain types of product in a market with relatively free entry for new 

producers. Finally, rapid changes in the product mix can.often meet resistance 

in murketa. But such solutions are not lasting, and expansion of scale seems 

necessary to keep abreast of competitors using all means to reduce costs, in-

eluding increased scale. Tremenduous pressure will therefore be brour:ht to 

bear to expand capacity. One method of so doing is to acquire the wood .:;upplies 

ot' domestic competitors by building huge, new plants capable of offering the 

highest wood :price. 

Forest industry workers 

Jo'orest workers seek relatively stable employment and wages in line with 

the (growing) economy average. The necessary accompanying incrP.as<' in output 

t>er person is achieved most simply through increased scale, implyine; expan:<ion. 

A rigidly fixed production volume would force a decline in employment in pro-

portion to productivity. when the product mix is held constant. The likely re-

sponse to such a decline would be pressure for increased value added and there-

fore more potential employment per cubic metre of fibre. 

weal comm•mities 

Local communities dependent upon forest production will naturally try to 

maintain their economic base. Attracting new business is difficult, and the 

commwlity will fight to avoid closing local plants. '!'heir action is oft<'n 

e<tuivalent to lobbying for expansion of capacity, The cost to the loc:al corn-

munity of closing -- loss of jobs and, ofter, the basis for a small service 

sector is nearly always severe. If local economic survival in threatened 

by ri.dig wood limits, a likP.ly response would be to press vieorouBly for 
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continued or-eration of local facilities and chanelling of the investible sur-:

plus to eqntinuous renewal at constant capacity, simply to delay the time of 

negative groso n•arcin; Thia measure can only be a stop-gap because the cost· 

reduction per invested dollar is much lover if not accompanied by the addi

tions to capacity in vhich foreign competitors indulge. 

'l'lle simplest way for forestry labourers to secure enough, rensonale well

pain wot·k is to push for increased harvesting. Fixed limits on removals and 

inc·reuscd productivity vill together reduce employment. A likely response then 

would be pressure for increased silviculture vhich may, however, push wood 

costs beyond the industry's capacity to pay for fibre. 

Industr~r spokesmen 

Orgmdzatious such as The National Association of Forest Products Produ

cers seek a smooth and profitable development of the industry. '!'heir tasll is 

much sir11pler if wood is ample and the coupling between firms is loose. In re:

spouse to a crowing scarcity, spokesmen vould publicize concerns about factors 

perceived as limiting supply -- inactive. forest ovners, restrictive tax poli

cies, biased estimates of forest growth, thereby hoping to get sanctions for 

increased removals. When faced with rigid constraint·s· and barred from wood 

imvorts, inJustry spokesmen would be likely to press hard for horizontal inte

gration into fe11er and bigger plants to maintain industr·y profit11bility. Other 

iu<lustry sueeestiona could include proposals for vertical integration, demauds 

for tax breaks • subsidies • and even devaluation of the cur1·ency. 

[,ayers of constra n t s 

In total, the aspirations of several involved group!l manifest themselves 
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ns a vigorous pressure for expanded fibre use. The grovth pressures are colm

tered, on the other hand, by forces tending to limit utilization of' domestic 

forest resources: 

The institutional constraint 

Society's interest in a continuing production of vood is reflected in 

institutions charged vith keeping removals at or below the sustainable level. 

Exsnoples are the set of values and practices embedded in the nation'" practi

cin!; foresters and transmitted through forestry schools and the formal forestry 

legislation. Ideally, the institutional constraint vould limit removals so as 

to equal t~e long-term ·averace gross dotnestic increment. The constraint vould 

·take effect through regulations and financial incentives aimed at forest..y 

aud the forest industry. But measurement:s of forest productivity are inaceu

rate, rutd knowledge of the long-term effects of various forestry practices 

is incomiJlete; it is difficult to steer wildly fluctuating annual removals 

toward the proper long-term averages, and impractical to police development 

in tens and thousands of forests. Consequently • the institutional eonstraint 

is not rie;id and probably· cannot compel production to exactly lie at t.he 

sustainable level. But, over the long term, harvesting excesses vill he ob-

vious, evoking new and more effective ~uidelines. 

'l'he economic constraint 

The economic constraint encompasses ali usable (given current induntrial 

capacity to utili:;:e unconunon fibre) fibre, regardless of type, dimension, and 

origin, that vould have been delivered to industry at current pric<>s if there. 

were no institutional constraint. The economic constraint has a sub.iective 

character -- depending on suppliers' personal judgments an to what represents 

activity worth his time and effort. At any given time, their decioions coulcl 
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drive the rnte of aupply to exceed the current increment by mlllly fold, but even 

without institutional constraints, forest owners would probably decide to pre-

serve oome of the forest stock as a hedge ngninst futurt> shortages in fibre 

production and revenue. It becomes profitable to harvest a larger r,eo,;raphi-

cal area when wood prices increase and more roads. increase accessih~lity. 

Physical constraints 

'l'he industry cannot cut more wood than is available in the cnrrent mature 

forest sto<!k nor recycle more fibre than is available in suitable used materials. 

llowcver, this physical constraint ·will not be approached, unless both the in-

stitution11l and the economic constraints are inoperative. 

Instabil t y o r d e c 1 n e 7 

The relative dominance of the three constraints tt>nds to vary over time 

with conditions in the forest sector. Normally, the institutional constraint 

is approximately equal to the sustainable fibre output, Its effect is felt 

more readily than the economic constraint, which in turn comes t.o bear before 

the physical. constraint, This sequence or influences is understandable since 

institutional conotrai.nts have been established in essence to avoid arriving 

at Lhe economic constraint. That is, without institutional regulation, it is 

normally profitable to remove most or the standing volume -- or becomes so as 

investments increase. But the development process over time can follow many 

paths. 

'!'he interaction of growth.pres.sures and constraints, through a complicated 

web of causes and effects, is commonly expected to bring about the smooth 

transition sketched below (i), In this scenario, ·the industry is best served 

by expanding all the way to the institutional const;·aint, which instantaneously 

and successfully regulates industry to the sustainable. level, But growth pres-

time 

(i) 3mooth adjustment 

- 1 .. 6-

(ii) temporary overrun (iii) decli~•e 

sustainable fibre production 

industrial capacity 

sures tendlto b~ strong and so>lf-perpetuating; information is usually uncer-

tain; and delays in observation and reaction are usually long. Consequently, 

the transition may well take t.he form of (ii), entailing a period of overex-

pension before equilibrium is reached -- regulations becoming sufficiently 

effective to resist growth pressures only after the unambiguous documentation 

of overruns. Finally, regulation may be effective, but only b.y placing an un

b<Oarable·strain on the industry - lowering profitability enough to hdng about· 

a decline in industrial capacity (iii). All three developments are possible, 

although smooth adjustment would normally be judged preferable, all elst> being 

equal. Policies designed to influence the transition behaviour ought to be 

guid.:Hl by the answers to such questions as: What mechanisms amplify the ten-

dency for overrunst What factors reduce, the likelihood of industry survival 

at "constant" (austainll.bl.e) volume? 

- Ufl!li.;IIJ.IItli .8 ~·"" 
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THE TRAifSITJOif MODEL 

M o d e 1 s t r u c t u r e 

'l'o obtain further insight into possible transition patterns, the views on 

structure and parameters embodied in the first three sections of this paper 

.have been formalized into quantitative assumptions contained ·in a computer 

simulation model. 3 The intent is to depict possible forest industry develop-

ment paths in an internally consistent way • not to predict in detail what will 

actually take place in the future. Consequently, although quantitative model-

ing tecl111iques have been employed, the conclusions are qualit-ative. 

The central model assumptions are: no wood imports, continued export of 

co~nodities, existence of economies of scale, and freely expanding competitors. 

1'1Je main chains of cause and effects implied by these assumptions are depicted 

iu th,-, •:ausal loop diagrsm in Figure 9. The diagram represents th<> forces be-

lieve<l to underlie long-term trends in the Scandinavian forest sector. 

Industrial capacity changes through the net effects of investment and. clo-

sin~,;s. 1'he r.ate of investment increases with past industry profit.ahility, which 

generate an industry surplus and attract investors. Closines occur when plants 

are outdated or wood is unavailable. Profitability is determined by production 

costs (for processing and wood) relative to a sales price which Pquals the price-

setting eompetit.ors' costs plus a mark-up that falls wit.h increasing overcapa-

city in the market .• Foreign competitors adjust their capacity accordiniJ to 

market eou<litions, but are unaffected by wood constraints. The market for 

forest products is assumed to expand exponentially. 'l'he processing costs of the 

Scandinavinr• industry are affected by the average scale of _production and by 

how well existing plants and product lines are adapted to current technological 

and market conditions. The average degree of adaption increanes not only with 

new investments, but also with closings, which eliminate t.he least profitable 
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plants. Transrers rrom other domestic sectors, in such forms as easy credit, 

suhsidies·, and tax breaks, can sustain profitability in times or declining 

profits, while reverse transfers drain the industry in good times. Average 

plant scale follows.optimal scale (detennined abroad and assumed t.o increase 

exponentially) with a lag which is longer when there is popular resistance 

aiJainst large-scale facilities due to rapid ceiitralization in the pant. The 

·number of production sites falls when capacity grows slower than the average 

scale. 

Wood price, relative to the competitors, increases when a lariJe fraction of 

existing fibre must be utilized because a bigger geographical range and hroader 

I . 
selection of fibre qualities must be exploited. Wood price falls wh<'n th<> re-

moval infrastructure grows. Investment in forestry increases wit.h stumpaw•. 

whit•h in turn moves parallel with return on investment in thP industry. 'l'he 

recommended cut, representing the institutional constr11int, equals eroHs irwre-

ment plus a positive (negative) correction f~r too much (little) matur<> forest. 

'l'he regrowth, natural decay • and age structure of the forest are d<>termined 

by its history.of removals (of mature rarest), "nd by silvicultural activities 

·(which increase the increment per hectare in yow1g forestn). Sector employment 

depends upon total production value and the exogenously determined WaiJe level. 

'J'he model explicitly contains three expected reactions to increasing fibre 

scarcity: 1) increased silvicultural activity, 2) increased roundwood yield 

(representing increases in fibre utilization in forestry • in indastrin.l fibre 

yieJ d. and in reuse of paper) • and 3) increased value added up to th<> maxi-

mum 110ssible while remaining a conunodity producer. 
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5 i m u 1 a t i o n r u n s 

The eieht simulation .runs in Figures 10 17. starting from the sa1ne ini

tial conditions. but conducted vith slight parameter differences reflecting 

real-worlrl policy alternatives. illustrate the behavioural tendencies of the 

model sygtem. The rlllls are also presented as hypothetical descriptions of the 

behaviour of the Scandinavian forest sector over a 150-year period. 

Basic run 

Rwl 1 (Figure 10) shows a mode where the initial phase of rapid expansion 

in iudustrial capacity I turns into a long period of slowly declining capacity. 

even though the wood supply is ample (the forest stock S increases monotonously). 

~·he indugtry stagnates when more intense utilization of the forest drives up 

the wood pri<•e w. paid by the forest industry. sufficiently to reduce the re

turn on inv.cstment R until additions to capacity no longer excePcl closingo. 

lleduce•l iuvest1<1ent activity also means an increasingly outdated industry rela-

tive to foreign competitors (indicated by the decline in relative scale of pro

duction 1). As .a result 0 costs will increase further relative to international 

market pri<"c and the initial decline in profitability will be accentuated, As 

capacity dedines while the forest stock accumulates. wood becomes more abtmdant 

(gross increment G climbs ste<!ldily) and ultimately deprennes wood prices enough 

to create the profitability. in spite of rundown ma<'hinery. necessary to spur 

a new growth period. In sununary. Run 1 shows industrial stat~natiou and decline 

caused by timber prices that are too high for industry to mP~t in the long rw1. 
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Reduced timber prices 

The obvious remedy is to reduce timber prices. Such a policy. feasible 

when the price is centrally negotiated. 111110unts to a reduction in stumpage. 

Run 2 (Figure 11) shows the result of a 20 per cent reduction in timt>er price •. 

Following a spectacular growth phase. capacity peaks earlier and declines 

faster -- a result opposite to that intendEtd, The "obvious" responae doPf\ not 

succeed in the long run because the lover price also reduces investment in 

forest roads and other support facilities. thereby leaving a larger fraction 

of the fibre inaccessible at a given harvesting cost. 

I 
More accessible 'Wood 

The c·hallcnge of Run 1 is to make timber available at a given cost over 

the long run. One solution might be to have thP government establish a suf

ficiently dense network of forest roads to make all wood accessit>le at ncc~p

table harvesting costs. Run 3 (Figure 12) shows that the resu.J.t is indPed an 

extended growth phase. but at the cost of a tremendous subsequPnt decline. 

'l'he reason is that forest owners now gain by harvesting more than the gross 

increment G0 which soon thereafter reduces the forest stock S and Pnsuine re

movals. In other words. the economic limit now exceeds the sustainable level. 

.l!:xpansion is still ultimately curbed and re~ersed by eccessivP costa. ll11t now 

the costs spring not from expensive har~esting. but from efforts to raise the 

roundwood yield Y as traditional sources of wood are fully conunittPd. ChPap 

access to all forested land encourages a tendency for over-cut whPre in .. tit.u-

tional regulations cannot stop expansion at an early stage. 

More transfers 

A typical response to initial signs of falling prol'it.ability. l'apacity. and 

employment would be for industry to seek government support. llun ~ {F'ieurP 13) 
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shows how'increa!'<'d transfers T induce a further expansion and dE>eper subse

qu~nt decline than in Run 3 --another result contrary·to the intention. But 

trw1sfers are often difficult t~ observe, when ror instance they tak<' the ronn 

of a tux ,-~duct ion. Transfers both increase available funds and make t-he in

duntry appear more healthy. They not only reduce bankruptcies and closings, 

but ulso fu~ilitate continued investment and expansion. FurthPrmor~, the re

covery at the end of Run 4 is delayed because the society gradually removes 

its transfer-based ·support when conditions improve. Increased transfers tend 

to amplify instability by partly disguising the feedback signa~s concerning 

the wood situation. 

Stricter regulation 

Tlie declining forest stock S in Runs 3 ·and 4 signified over-cut and in

suffidcut regulation or expansion. Run 5 (Figure 14) shows the effect of a 

tigh~<"r institutional constraint. After an initial phase of rapid growth, a 

plm~e of rapid horizontal integration ensues as industry attempts to remain 

competitive while butting against the rigid institutional ceiling. In a third 

phase, the resulting oppositiorl to rapid centralization (decline in number 

of production sites N) forces industry to delay closing oldfashioned plants. 

Simultaneously, the wood scarcity pushes industry toward great<>r rP.liance on 

non-trarti tional, more expensive fibre resources (round wood yield Y increases). 

The total effect is several decades of gradus.Ily decreasing competitive strength 

(fallinr, return on investment R), ending in an industrial decline which only 

halts whr.n there is room for a new expansion wave. Stdct regulation entails 

costs a,;,;ociated with slow growth whieh exceed. what. industry can manage in the 

long run. 

_ ... 14--"''*"'"1JK"-... 
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Small scale technology 

The decline in Run 5 is partly due to an inability to utilize plants as 

large as those operated. by competitors. Run 6 (Figure 15) assumPB a brPakthrough 

in small-scale technology: the developnent or a small plant wit.h lower processing 

costs than any other type of plant. All plants are now assumed t.o be built at 

this optimum sm!lll scale (relative scale 1 equals 1.0). Employment E remains 

the same, while the number or production sites N increases rapidly rPlativf' 

to the earlier runs, completely eliminating the distress induced by rapid cen

tralization. The policy has the further advantages of postponing and sot'tPninR 

the industr,r's decline (which is still brought about by the other costs_ of re

g~lations), and enabling an earlier comeback in sector activity aftPr t.he de

cline. 'l'he competitive small-scale technology reduces the severity of the •le

cline instigated by a forced slow growth in industrial capadty. 

Support to recycling an'd increased yield 

The industry can also be assumed to overcome another cost of pressin~ 

againnt ;timits the extra expense 'Of developing and operating· efflu<>nt re-

generation and paper-recycling progra~es, thereby increasing the "roundwood 

yield" or the tonnage of final products obtained from· each cubic meter of wood. 

Run 7 <.Figure 16) shows the effect of shifting all extra costs of increased 

round'.'ood yield from industry to the governm<>nt. As a result, the industry'n 

decline is greatly reduced. The small dip in capacity around year 100 reflects 

a hole in the forest age structure -- a lack of mature forests caused by 

intense removals in the preceding 50-year period. However, the problem solves 

itself through the resulting ageing and accumulation when capacity temporarily 

drops below the maximum sustainable level. 

,... 
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fbre silviculture 

The dip in Run 1 might be avoided b:y increased silviculturalactivity 

as wood limits are approached, Run 8 (Figure 17) shows that the most prominent 

effect of the resulting higher gross increment Q is· to allow industry to re-

R 1 at a hl'gher ab· solute level of production. The inpeat the pattern of un 

creased silvicultural activit)' simply moved the set of const-raints outward, 

givin~ room for more of the same behaviour. 

R e 1 i e- f o f c e n t r a 1 a s s u m p t ~ o n_ s 

One model rw1 costs 50 cents and takes two nlinutes. A virtually unlimited 

number of policy experiments are therefore possible. For instance, any of the 

current , central model assumptions ot no imports, commodity product ion • export 

orientation, and freely expanding competitors could be dismissed just as the 

assumption of existing economies of scale vas eliminated in RunT. In general, 

the effect of removing an:y of the central assumptions would be to impro'le the 

long-term situation in the model, and presumably for the Scandinavian rorest 

sector. However, completely eliminating all conditions leading to wood con-

strainLs n;ust mean a corollary assumption or ever growirig imports, or ever-

lasting shifts to new, more valuable products, or an ability to sell the full 

production in domestic mllrkets at cost plus a mark-up, or competition becoming 

subject to similar constraints on wood as the Scandinavian sector. 

Ut .&.44-W:ti.®J.t&..Q"\ tBJt?IJ%!¢IJ, i.U .• l!MAi!?l)($!.% .4- X Ul !.4&.1%# k Zt .• I h!l4191llt"$'113A tt: .. A t 4 t.L. 
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EPILOGUE 

The objectives ot our study are to attract attention to the coming "tran

sition" from ample to scarce vood resources in the Scandinavian for~st sector, 

to describe the different possible transition paths, and to highlight poten

tial problems, Hopefully, the model described here embodies these aspects or 

Scandinavian forestry and the regional forest indust.ry in an internally con

sistent vay, 'l'he goal is to establish a holistic basis for the stratP.~?.ic deci

sions that will shape actual future development. Since the various societal 

groups with interest in the forest sector are not likely to agree on one "pro-
1 

per" response to the transition problem, our study does not seek one "optimlll" 

stratew-. Instead, the search is directed toward outlining the consequences 

of several strategies. Such insights would make a valuable addition to the 

basis upon which each interest group decides how to attain their respective 

goals. 

Difrerent people vill draw difrerent conclusions rrom our analysis. nov

ever, some general points must be agreed upon b;r all parties. TI1e process of 

adjusting industrial capacity to gross increment to:>nds to be Wlatable, and 1nore 

so whenever the existence or constraints is not conrronted squar~ly. 'l'he abil-

ity of industry to survive over the long term while expanding no faster than 

th~ gross increment"itself, can be greatly enhanced by technological and or

ganizational remedies, thereby stretching the potential slack over a louger 

period, 
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N 0 T E S 

1. TerminoloGY used in this paper: Fibre • raw material in any form for the. 
forest products industry: roundwood, chips, dust, E'tc. Wood = fibre in. 
the form of conventional roundwood. Forestry • the part of the domestic 
economy which produces fibre. Forest industry = the domestic producers of 
fibre-based products: sawnwood, pulp, fibre- and particle board, newsprint, 
papr>r and paperboard. Forest sector "' the part of the economy involved in 
or affected by the production, processing, and sale of fibre-basE'd products 
-- that is, forestry, the forest industry, their dependents, conservation 
groups, pnrt of the government, part of the research establishment, etc. 
Compctitot-s = the forest industries of foreign nations that compete with 
the domestic forest industry in international commodity markets. Produc
tion volume = the aggregate physical output of the forest industry, mea
sured in metric tons of dry weight, not in value. l cubic metre of sawn 
products is registered as .5 tons. Production scale = the output per pro
duction site, measured in tons per year. 

2. 'fhis pr1per pt·ovides a preliminary summary of a. six person year project 
entitled "Society and Forest" sponsored by the Norwegian and Swedish 
technical research councils (NTNF and STU) to study the utility of the 
systt>w dynamics approach for analyzing social problems. The problem defi
nition aud model analysis are largely based on the collective experience 
of three ei"ht-person discussion groups, recruited from the Scandinavian 
forent nedor, which met extensively throughout the project in Oslo, 
Stoekholw, and Helsinki. Since the paper aovers a wide area in a few pages, 
it io. necessarily more assertive and less carefully defended than desirable. 
~ton> informnt ion about the project is available from the Resource Policy 
Group, Gaustndalleen 30, Oslo 3, Norway. 

3. 'l'h<'. t'ormal model is a state-determined set of highly non linear differen
tial. equations that are solved through numerical integrat.ion from a given· 
initiFtl staf,e. 'i'he modd is written in DmAJ.IO. 
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Fig..u-e 5. "Degree of·refinement" (defined aa produc
tion of paper and paperboard divided by pro
duction of pulp) in the pulp and paper in
dustry. Norway 1900-1974. 
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Figure 6. 
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"Degree of.refinemen~:" (defined as produc
tion of planed savnwood divided by produc
tion of sa•-nwood) in sawmilling. 
Norway 190D-l973. 
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Figure 7. Nwnber of production sites and "average 
scale" (defined as production of pulp, paper, 
and paperboard divided by number of plants) 
in the pulp and paper industry. 
rlor\IS.y l90D-l973. 
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Figure 8. Employment and "productivity" (defined as 
production of pulp, paper, and paperboard 
divided by employment) in the pulp and paper 
industry. 
Norway 1900-1973. 

Figure 9. Causal structure. 
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